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ABSTRACT

This paper captures a comprehensive five-month study of the construction industry. It seeks to define the industry and identifies current conditions and industry trends. It reviews several challenges confronting the industry and examines the role of government in shaping its future and overcoming these obstacles. Three essays provide a deeper examination of several issues relevant to the industry today.

The highly competitive construction industry is a powerful engine for the U.S. economy, providing strength and stability to our national Gross Domestic Product (GDP). A healthy construction industry creates jobs, fuels the economy, enhances the quality of life for Americans, and is an essential component of our national security.

In 2003, construction continued to track its performance as a generally healthy and moderately profitable industry. The construction industry grew at a moderate pace in the last year in despite a weakening economy and chronic shortages of skilled and semi-skilled labor. The economic stimulus package, a rebounding economy, and continued low interest rates fueled unprecedented increases in housing construction and helped stimulate modest commercial construction. Value in the industry remains strong with projections for limited growth prospects domestically and potentially significant opportunities in the international sector.

Industry data shows evidence of a continuing trend toward consolidation through acquisitions and mergers, forcing smaller construction-related companies to increase their productivity to remain competitive. This trend is driving an accelerated use of information technology tools to improve efficiency. As state and local governments find it increasingly difficult to raise revenues to build and maintain needed infrastructure, alternative financing mechanisms involving private financing of public infrastructure are becoming more widespread.

Challenges facing the industry include a shortage of skilled labor, the rising cost and availability of insurance, a shortage of critical materials, and growing constraints on funding for public infrastructure projects and research and development. Despite these challenges, the industry is poised to support national security objectives and is capable of surging to meet critical national security needs.
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INTRODUCTION

The construction industry builds the public and private infrastructure that provides the foundation for our economic and military elements of national power. This study seminar completed a broad-based review of this vital industry by learning from guest lectures, conducting research and study, and visiting construction sites in the continental U.S., Puerto Rico, and Asia. Representatives from construction contractors, trade unions, professional associations, research institutions, U.S. and foreign governments who provided seminar members a wide range of perspectives on the competitive conditions, challenges, and trends of the industry. Seminar members gained valuable, first-hand insight into the complex issues and challenges facing the industry during visits to construction and infrastructure mega project sites.

This study describes the current condition of the American construction industry, assesses the challenges facing the industry, and make recommendations for future actions. Individual essays address emerging issues associated with information technology, Iraq construction, and materials shortages. While not without its challenges, the construction industry remains well positioned to continue to support our national security objectives.

THE INDUSTRY DEFINED

Structure. The construction industry is a vital component of the U.S. economy employing 6.7 million workers\(^1\) and accounting for approximately 7.6% of the gross domestic product.\(^2\) The construction industry directly supports military operations and readiness and builds the infrastructure for the nation’s economy. Construction is a vital component of our nation’s economic engine, completing work valued at over $800 billion per year in the last three years.\(^3\) The most significant share of this value is for private residential construction (55%), followed by
public construction (25.6%), and private non-residential construction (19.4%). Military facility construction represents an extremely limited share of the total with just over $7 billion in 2003.iv

The U.S. construction industry operates in a highly competitive market environment with relatively low capital requirements and barriers to entry and freedom of exit.v Numerous small firms offer homogeneity of product. Although the large number of firms keeps the industry competitive, the construction market is not characterized by what an economist would call “perfect competition.” Compared to other sectors of U.S. industry, construction companies receive low profit margins. The industry is generally classified into three major divisions, with general building contractors erecting residential, industrial, and commercial buildings, heavy construction contractors building sewers, roads, highways, bridges, and tunnels, and specialty trade contractors providing carpentry, painting, plumbing, and electrical work.

The U.S. construction industry consists of two very different size categories with thousands of small firms and relatively few major firms. More than 97% of the 656,448 construction firms have less than 50 employees, while only 75 companies have more than 1,000 employees.vi Typically, small firms work on small-scale projects while the large firms complete the more complex and expensive projects. As the trend of mergers and acquisitions continues, the U.S. construction industry will consist of even fewer large firms. The largest six firms in the U.S., Bechtel, Fluor, Centex, Turner Corporation, Skanska and Kellog Brown & Root, account for almost $42 billion of total revenue.vii This represents a significant increase over last year’s revenue of $35 billion among the top 6 U.S. firms.

**Labor and Employment.** The construction industry is one of the largest employers in the U.S., providing work for 6.72 million Americans with a payroll of $174.2 billion.viii While the rest of the economy struggled to maintain favorable employment numbers, the construction industry gained over 50,000 new jobs in 2003 with 6.7 million total people employed. Nevertheless, the rate of employment growth in the last few years has declined since the brisk industry expansion in the late 1990’s.ix Worker earnings in construction are significantly higher, by 22%, than for other private industries.x Average hourly earnings of production workers in construction have increased from an annual average of $14 in 1993 to $19 in 2004. xi This increased compensation helps compensate for enduring difficult work conditions and is necessary to enable the industry to attract and retain skilled workers in a declining pool. The average weekly hours of production workers in construction is well above the 2003 private industry average of 33.7 for production and non-supervisory workers.xii

**Global Construction Market.** Like the structure of the industry in the U.S., thousands of small firms and few large firms characterize the global industry structure. The largest market region for international contractors in 2002 was Europe, with firms reporting over $33 billion in foreign revenue from the region followed by the U.S. and Asia. U.S. corporations accounted for only one of the top 10 international contractors.xiii European contractors dominated this list taking the other nine slots. Two large European firms, Skanska and Hochtief, topped the list largely due to their huge U.S. based subsidiaries. Merger and acquisition activity will continue to have an international focus. Consolidation with U.S. companies allows foreign firms to enter the U.S. market and take advantage of expertise. A large majority of U.S. construction firms are
not publicly traded and therefore are protected against aggressive acquisition. Outside the U.S., foreign contractors often act as subcontractors for U.S. firms and can provide skilled workers at relatively low cost.

U.S. companies account for just over a third of the top 225 international contractors. Only six U.S. companies, Kellogg Brown & Root, Bechtel, Fluor Corp., ABB Lummus Global, Foster Wheeler Ltd., and Jacobs, rank among the largest 25 of international contractors and only four, Bechtel, Fluor Corp., Centex, and Kellogg Brown & Root, are among the top 25 global contractors. U.S. firms are a dominant force in the design business with over half in the top 200 of all international design companies. With reported international revenue of $8.5 billion in 2002, U.S. design firms accounted for over 45 percent of the international market total, primarily from doing work in Europe and Asia. Conversely, foreign design firms realized $2.7 billion in revenue from work in the U.S. in 2002.

**Construction Equipment Industry.** The U.S. remains the world leader in the production and export of construction equipment. The overall sales of construction equipment have been declining since 2000. Despite the decline, the industry remains profitable domestically and overseas. The U.S. U.S. construction equipment industry retains a decided edge over foreign competitors and has sufficient capability to meet projected short-term national security needs. Japanese companies have perfected the production of highly advanced and dependable construction equipment and this growing capability threatens U.S. supremacy of the market in the long term.

**CURRENT CONDITIONS**

**Domestic Performance.** The U.S. construction industry has been showing signs of leveling off after a decade-long overall expansion. U.S. construction growth slowed to about one percent per year in 2002 and 2003 and is expected to stay at that level in 2004. In the cyclical swings of the construction markets, 23 out of the last 36 months have shown positive gains. The cyclical swings in the construction industry transitions have less variance in peaks and valleys in the last few years than during the 1990’s. The domestic construction industry is now experiencing a period of flat growth while maintaining historically high contract volume.

A strong home building market, thanks to historically low interest rates, has kept construction growth positive despite a weak overall economy. In 2003, residential building and single-family homes increased by 12% and multifamily unit construction increased by 10%. New residential construction in 2003 reached a 25-year high of 1,848,4000 new starts. There are signs this growth trend will not be sustained as residential spending fell 0.3% in January 2004.

Private non-residential spending was relatively flat in 2003 and with shows little hope for gains in the short term with moderately prospects for the future. Health and retail building are maintaining modest gains while manufacturing and hotel lodging are moving down. Heavy private construction has been weak in the past three years with few positive signs for significant growth. Public non-residential construction has shown good growth in the last two years,
primarily in educational buildings and highway and road construction. State and local spending accounted for over 80% of public construction.

Profit margins in the construction industry continue to decline based in part on the rising cost of materials and liability insurance. The construction cost index measure increased a full percentage point to 4.4 % largely from rising material and labor costs. Material Cost Index increases continue to concern the industry with the rising costs of steel, lumber, and concrete. The 2004 contract awards forecasts show a small increase for the third consecutive year and a smaller increase in the building cost index softened the impact for the higher materials costs.

**International Performance.** Construction projects worldwide accounted for over $3.8 trillion in investment, with over $100 billion funded for private infrastructure projects. European contractors are the most active in the global market with over 63% of the construction projects by value. The U.S. follows with 16%, Japan with 8%, China with 6%, South America with 1% and the remaining countries with 11%.

In Asia, China and India dominate the construction market with 9.2% and 10.1% growth respectively. Fueling some of China’s growth is a collateral effect from joining the World Trade Organization (WTO). China’s entry into the WTO mandates that it open its construction market to foreign participation, requiring that foreign owned construction enterprises must fund at least 50% or more of the total cost of the contract to gain access into China’s exploding market. Although the new rules also allow for joint ventures between foreign and local partners, foreign contractors will no longer be able to work in China by applying for approval on a project-by-project basis. While the American construction industry thus far has had a limited role in the booming Chinese market, some firms have found opportunities by partnering with local firms or teaming up with European companies.

**Short Term.** Projections of a strong overall economic growth of 3-4% growth in 2004 will help the industry continue positive net growth, although certain market segments may see a decline. The U.S. Department of Commerce predicts moderate growth for put-in-place construction up 0.2% in 2004 after 2003’s 1.5% increase. Non-residential building construction is expected to grow slightly faster than most of the industry because many aging industrial plants must be replaced. Residential construction, including single-family housing starts and multifamily structures are expected to perform strongly in 2004 and then erode modestly in 2005 if interest rates rise. Renovations and home improvements will also decline if interest rates rise as expected. Critical to the health of the housing sector, the Federal Reserve’s monetary policy has been a very positive force holding the federal funds rate at 1% to help stimulate the economy, revive the labor market, and prevent deflationary conditions from developing. Construction of nursing, convalescent homes, health care institutions, and high technology medical facilities and are helping to feed a positive outlook as the industry works to meet the needs of an aging U.S. population. Office and manufacturing sectors are showing signs of moderate growth and could help balance the anticipated residential and public slowdown. Heavy construction is projected to increase fueled by needed highway, bridge, and infrastructure repairs.
**Long Term.** The long-term health of the U.S. construction industry appears to be sound. Analysts project a bright long-term outlook for residential construction based on key drivers such as demographic trends and rising per-capita income growth, and increased homeownership among lower-income groups. Moderate overall growth with isolated pockets of opportunity is projected for other aspects of the domestic market. Domestically, long-term opportunities are projected based on the need to upgrade aging industrial plants, support population growth and changing demographics, and provide facilities for an aging population. Although volume is still at historically high levels, rising costs of materials, supplies and obtaining skilled labor could reduce industry profit margins. Macroeconomic factors such as GDP, employment, and interest rates and policy shifts on the economy and trade will also have an effect on construction activity. Factors that could have a major negative impact include a continuing rise in world oil prices from the high levels of mid-2004, a significant terrorist act in the U.S., and a failure to reduce the federal budget deficit. The increasing globalization of the industry will create competition for supplies and resources and require the industry to increase efficiencies. U.S. industry can take advantage of growing opportunities in the international market to sustain positive growth and maintain profit margins. U.S. firms should be able to capitalize on international trends such as improvements in mortality rates, expansion of energy to rural areas, and infrastructure needs in developing countries. The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics projects future job growth in construction to increase by 15% or 21.3 million jobs through 2012.

**TRENDS**

**Infrastructure Privatization.** A significant evolution over the past 20 years has been the privatization of public infrastructure construction projects. With strains expected to continue on public budgets, new and innovative private financing options can be a viable option to improve the world’s infrastructure. The Department of Defense has been very successful in using privatization to eliminate inadequate housing and improve the quality of family housing. California recently approved a $639 million contract with Macquarie Infrastructure Group to build a toll road between the Mexico border and San Diego as the first project privately funded under the Transportation Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Act. The 65-mile, $3.6 billion Central Texas Turnpike public-private project will allow the state to reduce its use of scarce discretionary highway funds. Private investment of public infrastructure is also on the rise in China and Japan. In the $1.4 billion Hangzhou Bridge public-private venture, the private sector will invest over 50% of the total cost. Thousands of private parties invested over $24 million to help build the high-speed MAGLEV magnetic train system linking Shanghai and the new international airport. Private investment is so prevalent in Shanghai that it now comprises half of the total infrastructure and over 70% of highway project investment. To alleviate pressures on public debt, Japan recently approved a plan to privatize construction of over 6,000 miles of expressways through the use of a build, transfer, and operate options.

**Design Build Project Delivery Method.** The design-build method of project delivery has increasingly been the preferred approach for developing and delivering public and private construction projects. The Design-Build Institute of America forecasts that the design-build method will overtake all other project delivery methods in the next few years and level off in the long term. Use of the design–build method has accelerated in U.S. commercial and public
sectors and is now the project delivery method of choice for more than 50% of non-residential construction in Germany and 70% in Japan. In design-build project delivery a single firm contracts to provide architectural/engineering design services and construction services. Under the traditional design-bid-build method, architects or engineers provide drawings and specifications under a design contract and a separate contract is negotiated with another entity to build the facility. The primary advantages offered by advocates of the design-build method are savings in time and money, better alignment of risk and responsibilities, and increased flexibility in incorporating changes throughout the construction process. Major design-build projects include the light-rail system at Kennedy Airport in New York and the renovation of wedges 2 and 5 of the Pentagon. The Federal Government has turned to the design build method to construct several new U.S. embassies. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers successfully used this method for several important projects in Afghanistan.

**Security Enhancements.** Governments and private industries have teamed up to better protect people and property from terrorist attacks. In consonance with the National Strategy for The Physical Protection of Critical Infrastructures and Key Assets, Federal agencies, including the Department of State (DoS) and DoD, and local governments and private industries, have upgraded facility construction security standards. The DoS Manual (12FAH-5 H-42) and the draft copy of DoD’s building standards establish minimum requirements for physical protection measures. An Interagency Security Committee recently issued security design criteria for new federal office buildings and modernization projects and draft security standards for leased space. The design criteria seek to strengthen buildings to sustain bomb blasts or chemical attacks, through such steps as increasing wall thickness. The new standards also aim to reduce the likelihood of such attacks by requiring facilities to be built on larger compounds with increased setback areas, incorporating better access controls, and enhancing illumination capabilities. Government laboratories are conducting research and development and leveraging old and new construction materials and technologies to meet the challenge of providing better protection for people and facilities. The Federal Government has provided significant funding to enhance security standards in Federal facilities, including an aggressive plan to build and renovate embassies and consular offices worldwide. The seminar found, however, that this commitment is not widespread as local Government and nonpublic customers often lacking the capital and resources needed to incorporate heightened security standards.

**Green Building.** A significant recent trend in construction has been to promote energy efficiency and minimize environmental impacts in the design, construction, operation, maintenance, and removal of Federal facilities. A series of Executive Orders requires government agencies to improve energy management, integrate environmental accountability, and incorporate building efficiencies in the design and construction of Federal facilities. The White House reduced its operating costs by approximately $300,000 annually using sustainable design methods and the Pentagon renovation project expects to reduce operating costs by $4 million per year through environmental and efficiency standards. State and local governments are also increasingly requiring compliance with exacting environmental, energy conservation, and building efficiency standards. The green building trend has had a huge impact on new home construction and is changing the way new homes and communities are planned and constructed.
Information Technology. Historically, the construction industry has been slow to embrace information technology except in the architecture and design sectors. Despite challenges and cultural barriers, the construction industry can improve communication, increase efficiency, and maximize profits through the use of new technology. An essay later in this study explores the growing industry trend in realizing efficiencies through information technology.

GOVERNMENT GOALS AND ROLES

Enhancing the Environment. Federal and state environmental and land use laws and mandates apply from initial project formulation through execution to completion. The National Environmental Policy Act requires an Environmental Impact Statement on proposed major Federal actions significantly affecting the quality of the human environment. The environmental planning and coordination process is intensive and time-consuming, requiring completion of up to 200 major steps and often negotiating overlapping federal and state laws. While these requirements can pose burdens and increase construction project costs, as the Central Artery/Tunnel project in Boston demonstrates, the process can serve to promote national values and community interests. The Clean Air Act of 1970 is also very important to the construction industry because it links federal highway funding to state compliance with National Air Ambient Quality Standards. States not meeting the standards have much more stringent requirements for transportation planning including a comprehensive “transportation conformity” review by EPA. Another potential constraint facing developers has been the increase in laws designed to preserve historic properties. State and local communities are also becoming more aggressive in efforts to limit burgeoning growth through stricter zoning and land use controls.

Federal and State Procurement Mandates. Construction firms interested in doing Federal work must master laws and regulations covering virtually every aspect and phase of contracting and construction. While these mandates further socio-economic interests and increase competition, they often drive up costs and add time to project completion. These mandates significantly effect the industry as about 27 percent of all construction in the U.S. is carried out in the public sector and many private sector construction projects entail governmental financing. The “Buy America Act” requires, with some exceptions, the use of domestic materials in Federal construction contracts. A separate domestic purchase law requires the use of U.S. steel, cement, and manufactured products in Federally-assisted transportation projects. Congress will likely maintain, and perhaps even strengthen, Buy America Act requirements as more American jobs are outsourced abroad. Firms doing Federal work can have over 18 separate laws covering their employees. The Davis Bacon Act and many state laws require payment of "prevailing local wages" to construction workers. The DoD and many in the construction industry support repealing or modifying the Davis Bacon Act. The Federal Government has been piloting a new procurement method on construction projects consisting of multiple rounds of normally downward bidding. Under this “reverse auction” method, bidders provide a sealed bid and then bid down under a competitive auction. The Association of General Contractors and others in the industry oppose the process and do not believe it guarantees the lowest bid.
Fiscal Policies and Financial Oversight. Through trade and fiscal policies and economic and tax incentives, the Government encourages construction activity and stimulates infrastructure investment. Government tax and spending policies impact the gross domestic, employment, and interest rates and have enormous impact on the industry. Many in the industry believe the 2001-2003 tax cuts helped to stimulate economic expansion that helped fuel a healthy environment for construction. Congressional policies and oversight of the financial sector can also dramatically influence construction activity. Most in the industry support minimal Governmental interference in the financial market. Congress is currently considering legislation to increase the regulation and oversight of the housing-related government-sponsored enterprises (GSEs) Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac and the Federal Home Loan Bank System, that have been under fire following revelations of accounting and management irregularities. 

Trade Policies and Industry Competitiveness The U.S. does not have an integrated policy or a single agency to promote the competitiveness of the construction industry. U.S. embassies often use their good offices to support U.S. firms’ efforts in foreign markets. Trade agreements also often include provisions to make U.S. construction firms globally competitive. Agencies such as the EXIM Bank and the Trade Development Program also support the U.S. construction industry overseas. U.S. directors on the international financial institutions, such as the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank, and on multilateral development banks help to ensure that U.S. firms are able to fairly compete in the global construction market. U.S. laws and trade policies designed to assist one sector of industry can adversely affect the construction industry. For example, hefty tariffs imposed by the U.S. Department of Commerce on Canadian lumber imports drive up costs for American homebuilders, who rely on this source of lumber for one-third of its needs.

Improving Worker Safety. Historically, there has been a high rate of occupational injuries in the construction industry, which ranks behind mining and agriculture for most workplace fatalities and injuries. The injury rate was, however, at an all time low of 4.0% per 100,000 workers in 2003. The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) has played a leading role in improving worker health and safety and reducing accidents in the construction industry. OSHA will increase enforcement and inspection to improve workplace safety and promote better compliance in areas such as exposure to noise. In 2003, OSHA published a comprehensive plan addressing ergonomic injuries aimed at developing industry-specific voluntary guidelines. Most construction firms oppose developing an ergonomics standard, claiming they significantly drive up costs. OSHA and EPA are also working on regulatory standards for worker exposure to asbestos.

Funding Infrastructure, Research and Development and Military Construction. Government investments in public infrastructure are crucial to the nation’s economic vitality and are needed to maintain military readiness and quality of life for service members. The rising deficit and costs for the War on Terrorism and Iraq reconstruction will reduce funds available for infrastructure needs. The President’s 2005 budget reduces Corps of Engineer and Environmental Protection Agency infrastructure spending and calls for freezing highway and mass transit funding. The 2005 budget-funding request for military family housing is significantly higher,
but the request for other military construction declines.\textsuperscript{lxii} The budget calls for funding increases for new embassy buildings, airport upgrades, and Veterans’ facilities.

Stemming primarily from low profit margins, the construction industry only reinvests 0.5\% of sales in research and development (R&D).\textsuperscript{lxiii} The Federal Government makes up for this historically low industry investment by providing leadership and funding for construction-related R&D. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) spearheads DoD’s R&D, conducting work in such diverse areas as facilities, airfields, protective structures, environmental quality, restoration, conservation, flood control, and climatic conditions. The U.S. Naval Facilities Engineering Service Center also contributes significantly to DoD’s construction-related R&D effort. Continued Federal leadership in construction R&D is critical to keeping the industry competitive and efficient. DoD must continue to rely on R&D technological advances to improve the efficiency, security, and durability of military facilities.

**Building Codes and Standards.** Laws and executive agency rules play an important role in enhancing security standards, increasing energy conservation, and improving the quality of Federal facilities. The National Institute of Standards and Technology is the Federal focal point for promulgation of uniform standards NIST and works with industry to overcome technological hurdles that limit quality and innovation.\textsuperscript{lxiv} U.S. policy encourages the development and implementation of basic measurement standards to stimulate technological advances, enhance productivity, and facilitate trade.\textsuperscript{lxv} The Federal Government laboratory provides measurement methods, standards, and associated technologies to improve products and manufacturing processes. State and local Governments adopt codes and standards to promote more effective health, safety, and fire standards for buildings.

**MAJOR CHALLENGES**

**Skilled Labor Shortage.** The U.S. construction industry faces a shortage of skilled labor, estimated to exceed 100,000 workers per year.\textsuperscript{lxvi} The aging workforce coupled with a shortage of young people entering the skilled building trade is threatening the future prosperity of the industry.\textsuperscript{lxvii} An influx of up to 100,000 new workers is needed to replace older workers and to meet the growing needs of the industry.\textsuperscript{lxviii} The number of wage and salary jobs in the construction industry is expected to grow about 15\% through the year 2012.

Even though the skilled labor shortage has been predicted for a decade, the industry has not acted to stem the problem.\textsuperscript{lxix} Many secondary schools have phased out industrial arts programs.\textsuperscript{lxx} In addition, recent studies indicate that new entrants of the construction crafts industry are less likely to remain in the industry through their working life.\textsuperscript{lxxi} Craft workers are frequently hired for a specific job and laid off upon completion.\textsuperscript{lxxii} Construction companies are increasingly turning away from skilled union labor in favor of less expensive open shop labor.\textsuperscript{lxxiii} The number of union workers in the industry has been on a continual decline over the past 20 years, with the percentage of union workers falling from 27.5\% to 16.7\%. There has also been a dramatic decline in workers completing apprenticeship training for union and open shop programs. Union apprenticeship programs have been more diverse effective in graduating apprentices than open shop programs.\textsuperscript{lxxiv} New entrants in the construction field, however, have
been increasingly turning to open shop programs that are often shorter and offer better wages and benefits.\textsuperscript{lxvii} A positive area in the skilled labor market continues to be the large number of Universities offering excellent training for careers in engineering and other construction-related fields.\textsuperscript{lxvi}

The potential labor shortage in the U.S is a threat to future economic growth. The construction industry should adopt a long-term approach to recruit, train and retain skilled laborers. The Federal Government can help meet the growing labor demand in the construction industry fund by providing incentives for apprenticeship programs and streamlining the lengthy and cumbersome visa process to help.\textsuperscript{lxvii}

**Standardized Codes.** Building codes provide minimum standards of health and safety by requiring that buildings be designed and constructed to protect persons from injury, death, or substantial damage from fire or structural problems.\textsuperscript{lxviii} Independent organizations develop and maintain these codes relying heavily on technical groups such as the American Society of Heating, Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Engineers. Up until 1995, three regional model code organizations and the National Fire Protection Association developed and maintained the codes.\textsuperscript{lxix} The codes contain standards in approximately 700 different areas that are typically developed through a consensus process and updated to incorporate new developments in areas such as natural disasters and earthquakes. Model building codes are not enforceable until adopted by states, local jurisdictions, or Federal agencies. The International Building Code, written by the International Code Council, has been adopted in 26 states, the DoD, and many local jurisdictions. Private associations and many in the industry support the adoption of a single national model building code.\textsuperscript{xc}

**Declining Infrastructure Funding.** Investments in domestic infrastructure, to include rail, mass transit, aviation highways, and water transportation and treatment, directly benefits the U.S. construction industry, fuels the nation’s economy, promotes job growth, and enhances quality of life.\textsuperscript{xci} Insufficient and inconsistent funding has caused the aging and overworked infrastructure in this country to worsen. The American Society of Civil Engineers gives the nation’s infrastructure an overall rating of D+ and estimates that $1.6 trillion is needed over the next five years.\textsuperscript{xcii} Infrastructure health is important to our national economy, promotes job growth, and helps fuel home construction. America’s transportation infrastructure, including roads, rail, air, and inland waterways is in a dangerous substandard condition. The construction industry supports passage of a robust, six-year transportation bill currently being negotiated in the Congress.\textsuperscript{xciii} A significant dispute between Congress and the Bush Administration over the top line amount may lead to a compromise of extending the 2001 Transportation Equity Act-21. Industry and association officials believe that the failure to enact a new bill would result in $1.6 billion in project delays and cost more than 20,000 jobs.\textsuperscript{xciv} To meet the infrastructure financing shortfall challenge, the Government and industry must develop innovative financing alternatives, offer increased tax incentives, and establish special purpose corporations.

**Liability Insurance.** The rising costs and unavailability of liability insurance could have major implications for the health of the industry as firms may be forced to lay off workers, cut worker pay, or join those that have already been forced out of business. The exploding cost of
insurance in the construction industry is a nation wide phenomenon.\textsuperscript{xcv} Managing the high cost of litigation ranks as the highest priority for construction risk managers.\textsuperscript{xevi} Industry analysts attribute the trend in large part to rising construction defect claims.\textsuperscript{xcvii} The growth in asbestos and mold litigation and claims has led to huge losses for insurers and driven scores of firms into bankruptcy.\textsuperscript{xcviii} The main approach taken by insurers to control losses has been to raise premiums with increases up by almost 60\%.\textsuperscript{xcix} Insurers are now avoiding underwriting in more litigious states like New York or California.\textsuperscript{ci} Other steps to minimize risk include incorporating specific exclusions, limiting time for making claims, raising deductible limits, and reducing liability for high damage awards or settlements.\textsuperscript{c} The construction industry has been forced to respond to the crisis by adopting cost control strategies and finding ways to reduce or shift risk.\textsuperscript{cii} General contractors are filling subcontractor insurance gaps by making subcontractors a named insured and billing them for coverage. Builders are placing clauses in contracts to limit liability, such as precluding claims for defects discovered after a certain time after project completion. One positive development has been a growing recognition among insurance carriers and the construction industry that superior risk management represents a competitive advantage.\textsuperscript{ciii} Congress can help alleviate pressures by enacting class action tort reform and asbestos legislation.\textsuperscript{civ}

**Materials Shortages.** Over the past year, increases in the prices of steel, copper, nickel, and aluminum, have squeezed already low construction profit margins and complicated effective cost management. An essay below discusses this growing challenge to the construction industry. Exacerbating these material shortages, the construction industry is also facing recent shortages of cement and lumber products.\textsuperscript{cv} These shortages pose a potentially serious threat to short term stability across the industry and will likely lead to price increases for consumers.

**ESSAYS**

**Essay #1. – Information Technology and the U.S. Construction Industry**

This essay reviews the construction industry’s use of IT and identifies some of the industry leading IT solutions. The use of computers and the internet are increasingly common within the construction workforce, although it lags behind the working population as whole.\textsuperscript{cvii} A Federal study documents an overall trend of improved performance in the construction industry when using information technology.\textsuperscript{cv} Owners experienced project cost savings of 2.1 percent, and contractors experienced savings of 1.8 percent as D/IT (design/information technology) use increased. There was strong evidence that the use of these technologies also contributed to schedule compression of 5.6 percent for owners and 6.4 percent for contractors.\textsuperscript{cvii}

The use of computer-aided design (CAD) software is arguably the most visible and prevalent use of IT in the entire industry. Software packages like ArchiCAD\textsuperscript{xix} from Graphisoft, Project 4D from Common Point\textsuperscript{xx}, and Bentley’s Architecture Design and MicroStation\textsuperscript{xxi} are state-of-the-art commercial software packages assisting architects and design engineers in capturing requirements, rendering proposals in two and three dimensions, analyzing structures and materials, and generating documentation.
Before any site work can begin there are numerous pre-construction activities that lend themselves to automation support. North American Green® offers a software package to address the preliminary requirement to develop mitigation strategies for soil loss. Erosion Control Materials Design Software (ECMDS)\textsuperscript{cxii} does everything from slope and channel protection to vegetation selection and generation of all specifications for the project.\textsuperscript{cxiii} Vulnerability analysis and evacuation planning of structures is another such requirement.\textsuperscript{cxiv} Parsons-Brinkerhoff uses a software program that places simulated people individually inside a CAD rendering of the structure and then directs them to evacuate through the structures’ floors and stairwells.\textsuperscript{cxv}

Commercial software packages are available to assist construction firms with many of the responsibilities during the build phase, such as payroll management, project management, supply chain management. Nevertheless, many firms custom design software packages in house. The predominant program management software package of the large firms is Primavera P3e/c\textsuperscript{™}. Companies like Dexter & Chaney specialize in construction accounting and human resource software, construction project management software, and document imaging.\textsuperscript{cxvi}

Most COTS applications described thus far have proprietary file formats—storage schemes for the application data. AutoCAD was one of the first widely used CAD programs in the industry. However, the maker, Autodesk, hasn’t published the proprietary DWG\textsuperscript{cxvii} file format on which the program is based.\textsuperscript{cxviii} Sending data between programs is problematic if the applications don’t know how to read the file format. This is not the only such protocol. Autodesk developed a human readable file format—DXF—which has its own problems of size—2.5 times the size of a DWG file—it’s not native to the application and therefore an inefficient add-on, it too is not documented therefore translation is unreliable. There are a host of other proprietary as well as standards body approved data standards. FIATECH notes no less than fourteen such standards over half are International Standards Organization (ISO) approved.\textsuperscript{cxix}

To address the issue of multiple standards, like most industries today, the construction industry has turned to eXtensible Markup Language (XML). LandXML is an industry-driven, open XML, non-proprietary-data exchange standard that targets the needs of private and public land development professionals. Ironically, Autodesk initiated the LandXML initiative in late 1999. LandXML version 1.0 was released in June 2002 and has list of government, commercial, and freeware application that are now compatible with the standard. Industry appears to have quietly voted this implementation the defacto industry standard. This will help tremendously with the data-sharing problem of the current state of the practice in the industry.

Many facets of the construction industry can be automated, but there are limits as actual construction can only be automated to a point. Overcoming training, culture, and the challenges of a large and diverse landscape are not insurmountable. Taking a risk to spend money on IT solutions is profit out of the company’s pocket. The bigger companies have the flexibility to leverage new technology more quickly than the smaller companies. [Essay by LTC Chuck Hoppe, USA].

Steel is the backbone of the U.S. construction industry, supplying plate and structural beams needed in most projects. The sharp rise in steel prices in late 2003 and early 2004, up by 6% for reinforcing bars, 10% for plate, and 22% for structural beams, has posed a significant challenge to the U.S. construction industry. Among the causes underlying the increase is heightened demand from China, growth in the U.S. economy following the 2001 recession, hikes in prices of inputs, and increased transportation costs. The construction industry consumes 41.5% of all steel produced in the U.S. and for every $100 rise in the cost of a ton of steel at the mill the total cost of construction increases 3.6% for a steel-frame structure and 3.3% for a concrete-frame structure.

This steep increase caught many in the industry unprepared. Price uncertainties make submission of accurate bids on construction projects difficult. Firms are pursuing different strategies to cope with the increased costs, including passing along the increased costs to their customers. Firms with sufficient financial resources are accelerating deliveries to the worksite to avoid having to pay higher prices later or stockpiling to hedge against future price rises. Stockpiling provides certainty in material costs to the individual firm but the practice causes supplies to tighten and increases prices and can drive up future handling costs.

The market for steel in the U.S. is not one of “perfect competition.” The demand for steel is based in large part on the demand for other products such as automobiles, bridges, buildings, railroads, and appliances. As the producers of these products shift their production higher or lower, the demand and the price for steel will rise or fall. Although steel construction materials are relatively homogenous and there are numerous customers, entry into the market as a producer is limited by the enormous capital investments required. Furthermore, because steel customers generally strike individual deals with steel suppliers, there is a lack of transparency in price discovery, which hinders the market’s efficiency.

The Administration’s “safeguard” tariff on certain steel products in March 2002 did not help U.S. steel consumers. Imposing the tariff shifted the supply curve up by the amount of the tariff, as high as 30% on some items, thus raising the equilibrium price while lowering quantity. By some estimates, the steel tariffs had cost the U.S. economy about $980 million and according to a study by the Institute for International Economics for every job the tariffs “saved” in the steel industry, over five jobs were lost in the steel-consuming industries. Although economic theory led many to expect that the removal of the tariffs would increase supply and lower prices, a number of other factors overwhelmed these effects. Chief among these factors was the soaring user demand in China, higher mill costs in the U.S. for inputs, such as steel scrap and energy, and panic buying of extra stocks as buyers recognized the beginning of a strong U.S. economic recovery. These upward price pressures were reinforced by an incipient rebound in the manufacturing, nonresidential and heavy construction sectors.

To help stabilize the steel market, the U.S. government should send strong signals that it will not intervene in the market again with ill-advised tariffs. Furthermore, the administration should publicly support and encourage the private sector to develop and establish a futures
market for steel, which would have many benefits for the construction industry. A futures market for steel would improve the transparency of the market by allowing for open and public price discovery and provide a cost effective means for firms to hedge against price fluctuations by locking in prices over a longer time horizon. The markets are apparently already moving in this direction. Efforts to establish a futures market for steel could help minimize price swings by making the price discovery process for steel more transparent. The London Metal Exchange, which already has market for trading aluminum futures contracts, is planning a futures contract for steel that would be targeted at the 60 million metric ton per year market for hot-rolled steel. Each contract would be for five-to-six steel coils each weighing 35,000-45,000 pounds. By making the price discovery of hot-rolled steel more transparent, such a futures market could help to reduce the wild swings in prices that the market often experiences, which would benefit both buyers and sellers.

In addition to steel, the prices for other construction materials have also risen significantly, including hikes in copper, nickel, alumina (for making aluminum), tantalum, molybdenum and coking coal. These increases are significant in the construction industry because it accounts for 40% of the world’s copper consumption and 16% of global aluminum consumption. A driving force behind the price increases has been the growing demand from China fueled by its booming economy. China is the world’s largest consumer of copper, tin, zinc, platinum and lead. It now consumes 20% of the world’s copper, 10% of the world’s nickel, 19% of the world’s aluminum and 23% of the world’s tin. These shares are estimated to increase in 2004 and possibly more in 2005.

Factors other than demand from China have caused shortages of copper, nickel and aluminum. The global copper supply was disrupted by a severe landslide in the world’s largest copper mine in Indonesia and labor strikes in copper mines in Chile. The unprecedented U.S. housing boom also drove up demand for copper with each new home consuming almost 400 pounds of copper.

The expanding use of stainless steel in manufacturing applications replacing ceramic, mild steel, plastics and brass helped increase the worldwide demand for stainless steel. The lack of exploration for new sources in the 1990’s and lower than expected output capacity of new mines combined to keep nickel supplies down. As a result, nickel reserves are extremely low and production from new mines or reopened old mines will not compensate for current demand until after 2006.

Although aluminum shows a modest increase in price by comparison, the storm is just around the corner. Alumina, the raw ingredient refined to make aluminum, is in short supply. Alumina prices over the past year have double from $230 to $450 per ton. It will not be long before aluminum reserves hit low ordering points and this significant price increase will be passed on to the consumer. In the mean time, China is expanding its smelting production with the aid of U. S. Aluminum giant Alcoa. The shortage of alumina for smelting will exist through 2006, which will limit the increase of worldwide production of aluminum to no more than 6%. Meanwhile, China’s demand for aluminum in 2004 alone is expected to increase 19%. Other factors that will likely increase the demand include the expansion of aluminum as an alternate
resource for steel and a vibrant U.S. residential housing market.

Cost of construction to the consumer and maintaining the builder’s profit margin are the immediate concerns. From a financial aspect, many current residential building contracts do not have a contingency for increased material costs. Consequently, the homebuyer frequently pays the bill for the increased material costs. A bigger concern for building material shortages in residential projects is project delay. Additionally, material shortages that lead to delays will amplify cost overruns. Fortunately, with the exception of steel, the impact due to copper, aluminum and nickel shortages on construction projects has been minimal. However, with reserves getting alarmingly low and with the raw material shortage forecasted to extend at least another two years, increased customer, homebuyer and taxpayer costs are inevitable. [Essay by Harold Foster, DoS, and CAPT William Drake, USN].

**Essay #3 – Iraqi and Afghanistan Reconstruction Challenges**

The massive reconstruction needs in Afghanistan and Iraq and construction requirements for supporting deployed U.S. and coalition forces has tested the construction industry’s surge capacity, flexibility, and capability. The industry’s performance, often under hostile conditions, has ably demonstrated it is able to support high tempo military operations and to respond to significant increase in national security needs. Iraq’s uncertain security and political environment has, however, limited participation to large construction firms capable of absorbing large costs and risks.

The Coalition Provisional Authority’s Program Management Office (PMO) oversees the $18.4 billion appropriated by Congress to support the reconstruction of Iraqi infrastructure. The U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) and DoD are the primary agencies issuing contracts on behalf of the PMO. Since April 2004, approximately $8 billion (a total of 31 contracts) of the $18.4 billion appropriated by Congress has been contracted out. The work covers significant Iraqi infrastructure projects in the areas of communications; electrical; public buildings; transportation; public works; and security.\textsuperscript{31}

The security of personnel, infrastructure, and vehicle convoys has been a continual challenge. A large number of foreign contractors and Iraqis working for foreign companies have been killed in Iraq since major combat ended in May 2003. The unstable security environment in Iraq has made it very difficult to obtain insurance for people and equipment working in Iraqi. To cover employees, American companies must purchase expensive Defense Base Act coverage, costing up to $30 per $100 of payroll. Foreign companies purchase similarly expensive insurance for their workers through such firms as Lloyds of London. To adequately against protect against other risks in the hostile environment, companies must purchase insurance for equipment losses, political risk, and contract frustration. A lack of affordable insurance has discouraged companies from bidding on Iraqi construction contracts. As a result, only a handful of large companies bid on each of the fifteen reconstruction contracts awarded by the Coalition Provisional Authority (CPA). Although there are many other factors limiting the ability of companies to bid on Iraqi construction contracts, uncertain security and high insurance costs reduce competition. The Federal Government could increase competition by agreeing to
indemnify U.S. contractors for losses incurred through hostile action. Building a better security environment would also promote greater domestic and international firm involvement.

Task Force Restore Iraqi Oil (RIO) is an excellent example of industry partnering with a military organization to accomplish a critical mission. Under USACE oversight, U.S. and Iraqi civilian contract personnel, military personnel, Federal civilian employees and third country and Iraqi Nationals are working to restore Iraq oil production system to prewar status. This mission is critical to Iraq’s future as oil underpins the nation’s entire economy by providing 95% of its foreign earnings. Through RIO’s efforts, two million barrels of oil now flow from Iraq’s wells.

The USACE established a provisional command, the Gulf Region Division, in January 2004 to provide battle command to USACE elements in support of Operation Iraqi Freedom and engineering support to the CPA and CJTF-7. The Division has assumed all functions performed by the RIO. Three subordinate districts under the Division work infrastructure issues throughout Iraq including electricity, oil, public works, water, security, transportation, communication, building, housing, and health projects.

During the last decade the military services have significantly expanded reliance on civilian contractors to support military operations. This trend has accelerated during Operation Iraqi Freedom. The Army established the Logics Civil Augmentation Program (LOGCAP) in 1992 to rely on civilian contractors to provide support and augment the logistics requirements of deployed forces. In 2001, the Army awarded through a competitive bid a 10-year task-order contract with a 1-year base period and nine 1-year options to Halliburton Kellogg Brown and Root (KBR). The contract requires KBR to deploy within 72 hours of notification and to deliver combat support and combat service support. The Army uses KBR to provide for the construction of base camps, including billeting, dining facilities, water, and sanitation systems, and other logistics support. The Army has awarded KBR more than $2 billion in Iraq-related work under LOGCAP’s expense plus a profit contract. Some Members of Congress question the Iraqi contracting process and allege that the “cost-plus” contracting method increases costs, hinders performance, and results in waste, fraud and abuse.

There are concerns about using contractors to support military operations in a war zone. Over reliance on contractors could eventually degrade the wartime construction competencies of engineer units. The unavailability of contractors to perform in uncertain security environments can also adversely affect military operations.

The Air Force uses organic military Prime BEEF and RED HORSE heavy repair units to conduct Air Force bed down requirements. When augmentation is required, the Air Force uses more than one contractor to perform Air Force Contract Augmentation Program type work, even within the same theater. In January 2002, the Air Force awarded Readiness Management Support (RMS) a $450 million eight-year contract. The Air Force also has a contract with DynCorp to maintain war reserves in Oman, Qatar, and Kuwait for a period of seven-years at a cost of $30 million. The Air Force uses AFCAP to provide engineering experts and special power and construction equipment and supplies. For example, the Air Force relied on RMS to provide concrete paving support to help complete an airway runway project ahead of schedule.
Major construction projects, such as restoring a country’s oil industry, rebuilding an electrical grid system for an entire nation, should be completed by large and experienced construction contractors. Military engineer units should be primary method, however, for performing local civic projects that build goodwill between military and local civilian populations. Engineering support directly to the war fighting force in an operational theater should be the responsibility of experienced military engineer units such as Army Engineers, Air Force Prime BEEF or RED HORSE units, and Navy Seabees.

Another aspect of construction in Iraq is the construction of base camps and facilities to support deployed U.S. and coalition forces. Although this is a small element of the construction industry, it has important implications for troop morale and military effectiveness. Since the end of the Cold War, the U.S. military has shifted from fixed base to contingency base operations to support expeditionary operations. This was especially true in Operation Enduring Freedom in Afghanistan and Operation Iraqi Freedom. Both the Army and the Air Force are working to capture the lessons learned from base camp construction in Afghanistan, Kuwait, and Iraq to provide better life support to our soldiers and allies. Both Army and Air Force engineer units use prepositioned assets to build camps. In selecting base camp locations, DoD engineers seek to capitalize on the use of existing facilities and infrastructure if possible. Security is a major consideration when identifying locations and building base camps, and camp engineers must plan for the security of contracted construction personnel.

Because civilian contractors are often unable to respond quickly, DoD should rely on organic military construction engineers to establish base camps. These engineers should be deployed with the lead security elements. [Essay by COL Tori Bruzese, USA; COL Miro Kurka, USA; and Lt Col Maria Dowling, USAF]

IMPLICATIONS FOR NATIONAL SECURITY

The U.S. construction industry plays a vitally important role in national security. The industry empowers America’s influence in the global community and supports the sustainment of the armed forces during long-term conflict. The impressive response by the construction industry to rebuild the World Trade Center and restore Iraq infrastructure clearly demonstrates that U.S. construction firms can surge quickly and effectively.

While there are no significant concerns about the readiness of the construction industry to contribute to national security, some challenges are on the horizon. Rising costs to support the War on Terrorism and Iraq could impose financial constraints for funding necessary military construction projects and public infrastructure upgrades critical to ensuring the military can mobilize when needed. Shortages and increased demands for critical materials could impact the readiness of the industry to support military needs. The Government can, however use the Defense Production Act and other authorities to help ensure that critical materials and equipment are dedicated to meeting national security and civil emergency requirements. The industry’s labor shortages could also impact future readiness and may require Federal intervention to attract young people to enter and stay in this important industry.
POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

- Congress should enact asbestos and class action tort reform to achieve marketplace efficiency and fairly assign risks.
- State and Federal Governments should maintain funding outlays for public infrastructure projects and enact tax and trade policies to promote investment and business development.
- Congress should provide financial assistance for apprentice-training programs and
- initiate immigration reforms to address the skilled labor shortage.
- The U.S. government should encourage the private sector to develop a futures market and resist tariffs or price controls on steel.
- State and local jurisdictions should adopt uniform codes and standards.
- Military construction units, and not civilian contractors, should be used to build base camps and perform minor reconstruction efforts.

CONCLUSIONS

After five months of intense industry study, to include research, lecture, discussions, and observation, the seminar concludes that the U.S. construction industry is poised to remain a cornerstone of our economy and a vital contributor to our national security. As demonstrated in recent military operations and reconstruction efforts in Afghanistan and Iraq, the industry is capable of mobilizing and supporting national security objectives.

The construction industry is one of the largest and most diverse industries in the U.S. The economic expansion experienced over the past 20 years coupled with the housing market boom during the past decade has boosted the construction industry portion of the nation’s labor force. The short-term and long-term outlook for the industry remains positive, with best prospects for growth in the international sector. Factors that could have a major negative influence on future growth include a continued upward spiral in the federal budget deficit, rising world oil prices, and a major terrorist attack in the U.S.

Despite positive economic performance, the industry must adapt to confront challenges such as a shortage of skilled craft workers, increased competition from international firms, constrained capital funding, and rising costs for materials and liability insurance. Federal, state and local governments must collaborate with industry to provide the significant capital investment needed to improve and maintain the infrastructure necessary to support the nation’s economic engine, support the military, and maintain a high standard of living. Government oversight has largely had a positive effect on the industry, especially in the areas of improving building quality, worker safety, and environmental protection. Government policies should be carefully crafted to improve the global competitiveness of U.S. industry. Proper management of exchange markets and monetary policies and minimal interference from federal banking regulators will be critical in sustaining continued growth. Jurisdictions should adopt uniform codes and standards and revise the standards to incorporate technological developments.
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Mark A. Hofman, *Jobs Hurt by Tort System Woes*, Business Insurance, Volume 38, Issue 38, March 8, 2004, p. 4. A recent RAND study reports that 600,000 people in the U.S. have filed claims for asbestos-related injuries, costing businesses more than $54 billion. RAND Publication, *Asbestos Litigation Costs and Compensation: An Interim Report*, http://www.rand.org/news/press.02/asbestos.html. The study reports that 500,000 to 2.4 million more claims could be filed in the years ahead, costing businesses as much as $210 billion more.


The complexity of risk in the construction industry is unrivaled in other industries. The complicated chain of contractual liability connecting owner, general contractor, design
professionals, and subcontractors makes the fair and efficient assignment of risk, liability, and costs a staggering challenge.

ciii The International Risk Management Institute presents practical strategies and tactics to assist industry and insurance professionals to identify risks identification, adopt controls, and finance alternatives.  http://www.irmi.com/expert/.

civ Congress has considered several bills to accomplish tort reform. Legislation modifying class action lawsuit jurisdiction has the best chance of passage (S. 274). Congress has also been considering legislation to address asbestos litigation to reduce litigation risks for the industry but the prospects for enactment this year appear slight.


cix http://www.graphisoft.com/products/archicad


ctxi http://www.bentley.com

cxii *Erosion Control Program is a Steal*, Engineering News Record, May 20, 2002.

cxiii http://www.nagreen.com/software

ctxiv *Researchers Model Bio-Attack Flows*, Engineering News Record, January 28, 2002. The Department of Energy’s Scandia National Laboratories developed a modeling and simulation tool to assess the vulnerability of buildings to chemical and biological attacks. KCNBC, as the model is known, uses the buildings CAD drawings as the foundation of the simulation.

http://www.dexterchaney.com/dc/110271.html

DWG is an undocumented format that was the native format of Interact, a CAD program written in the late 1970s which Autodesk licensed and upon which AutoCAD is based. Autodesk has controlled and updated the DWG format from its founding as a company. Source: The Open Design Alliance web page: http://www.mps.com.


In a perfect market based economic system, consumer demands and production costs allocate resources automatically and anonymously. In general, when prices accurately reflect resource scarcity and economic actors are aware of those prices, market-based economies will allocate resources efficiently.


Glader, Paul, *Some Groups Weigh Creation of Steel Futures and Indexes*, The Wall Street Journal, April 1, 2004, p. C3. This article reports that the Multi Commodity Exchange in India launched trading in steel futures in March 2004 and that the London Metal Exchange and New York Mercantile Exchange were both looking into offering steel futures contracts.


To gain perspective of the magnitude of price increases, the following statistics display a sampling of construction related raw material price changes from 2003-2004.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Copper</td>
<td>1,587</td>
<td>3,098</td>
<td>95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nickel</td>
<td>7,940</td>
<td>13,930</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminum</td>
<td>1,350</td>
<td>1,663</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tin</td>
<td>4,510</td>
<td>8,405</td>
<td>86%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The website www.rebuilding-iraq.net shows the projects assigned to construction contractors.

Army Awards LOGCAP III Award, Army Logician, March/April 2002, Vol. 34, Iss. 2.


Representative Henry Waxman (D-CA) has been the most outspoken critic of the Iraq LOGCAP contracts. His website includes a compilation of the investigations and allegations concerning the LOGCAP contracts, http://www.house.gov/waxman/

Enacted originally in 1950, the Act provides tools to ensure adequate and timely delivery of materials needed for national security or in cases of national emergency. This authority has been used to maintain domestic production in industries dominated by foreign companies where markets are too small to otherwise sustain an upstart company. Title I of the Defense Production Act provides the President the authority to require preferential performance on contracts and orders, as necessary, to meet national defense and emergency preparedness program requirements.
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